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Once again, through a strained and unrealistic statutory construction, the
majority has thwarted the obvious intent of the framers of, and voters for,
Proposition 8 [The Victims' Bill of Rights].
-California Supreme Court Justices
Malcolm Lucas and Stanley Mosk
in a recent dissent.
If I couldn't follow the law, I wouldn't sit here.
-Chief Justice Rose Bird, quoted the
day after the Proposition 8 decision
was handed down.

Who is right? Have Supreme Court decisions strayed from following the
clear intent of the law? Or are the controversies involving California's
Supreme Court merely disagreements as to what the law really means? To
answer these questions, The Supreme Court Project is publishing the
research, ideas and opinions of California's top experts on the major issues
involved in the 1986 judicial elections.
The Supreme Court Project's purpose is to provide opinion makers,
educators, the business community and ordinary Californians with timely and
concise, yet thorough, information on these critical issues. Our
Backgrounders are designed to insure that responsible voices are heard
throughout California in the debate on our highest court. They emphasize
up-to-date research and analysis on the most important questions of the day.
Beginning with Phillip E. Johnson's The Court on Trial, published last
December, The Supreme Court Project's Backgrounder series includes: The
Biltmore Debate, with Professors Phillip E. Johnson, Stephen R. Barnett,
Gerald F. Uelmen and Steven H. Shiffrin,Why Has Justice Lucas Ceased
Concurring on Carlos-Garcia?, California's Supreme Court Justices: Umpires
or Policy Makers?, by Gideon Kanner, A Foray in Judicial Policy Making:
The Wellenkamp Decision, by Richard McDonald, and The Civil Cases. The
entire series has been widely read and debated in California's law schools,
among judges and practicing attorneys, at public fora and in the news media.
All Backgrounders are available directly from The Supreme Court Project
(please see back cover for our address). To help cover our printing and
mailing costs, we request a $2 donation each for The Court on Trial and for
The Civil Cases, $4 for The Biltmore Debate, and $1 for each of the other
Backgrounders.
The Supreme Court Project was founded in 1985 as a nonpartisan
organization dedicated to publishing research relevant to California's 1986
judicial elections. Individuals, corporations, companies and political
committees are eligible to support the Project through their donations.
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""'""''.._....,un,,._ "Suicide"

a Life
Insurance Company (1985)
Cal.Rptr. 466, 696 P.2d 1308

The Opinions
The majority opinion by Justice Reynoso1 held that the suicide
clause was neither self-contradictory nor ambiguous, and that it
1. Reynoso's majority opinion was joined by Justices Otto Kaus, Allen
Broussard, Joseph Grodin and a temporary justice. When there is a vacancy

recovery.
Bird, in a separate opinion,
maJonty
further. She argued that the phrase, "suicide,
u..:,,.u.,.. ," would be ambiguous to a purchaser
and found that some definitions say
means
by a person of sound mind.
was ambiguous, it should be construed strictly
against
insurance company, and insanity in the broadest
sense should permit recovery. Martin's beneficiary could thus
recover if the company could not prove that he understood the
"moral character and general nature" of suicide.
Justice Stanley Mosk dissented. He argued that the clause was
both economically justified and clear, and that it was meant to
exclude both irrationally and rationally motivated suicide. He
pointed out that the majority's position was supported by a small
minority of the decided cases, mostly from Kentucky. Most
states exclude psychiatric evidence of mental condition, whether
or not it purports to relate to "intent" The purpose of the suicide
clause is to provide a clear, easily administered standard for
excluding coverage for persons who may have been
contemplating suicide when they bought the policy. Opening up
the trial to vague and speculative psychiatric testimony subverts
that purpose.
Analysis
Reynoso's majority opinion and Mosk's dissent are both
on the Court, the "Chairperson of the Judicial Council" -Chief Justice Bird
- assigns a lower court judge or retired justice to temporary duty on the
Supreme Court.
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suffering) as

cancellations,
industry to sponsor ""'~'~i.,.a
~~u·A,...,A·-~ to keep malpractice judgments (and insurance
control. The Medical Injury Compensation Reform Act
(MICRA)
several changes in medical malpractice
when a plaintiff in a medical
cases. One of these provided
malpractice case sustained "future damages" of $50,000 or
more, compensation for the future damages will be paid
periodically over the course of time the losses are incurred,
rather than in a lump sum payment at the time of judgment. This
and every other provision of the MICRA reform was attacked as
unconstitutional by members of the California Trial Lawyers
Association (CTLA) which represents plaintiffs and which was
unsuccessful in lobbying against MICRA in the Legislature.
The plaintiff in the test case that reached the California
Supreme Court was admitted to the defendant hospital for brain
surgery. On the eve of her scheduled operation, she fell in a

as a special case because
Plaintiffs argued that
rather than real,
that
2. Broussard, Grodin and a temporary justice joined the majority opinion.

3. A
joined both dissents, and so the legislation was
upheld by a narrow 4-3 margin, with a temporary justice on each side.

CASES

4. For a complete
of the litigation over the MICRA reforms, see the
opinions in Fein v. Permanente Medical Group, 38 Cal.3d 137 (1985).

opinions had indicated
Court regarded
law as uul!,ctutcu.
The
Angeles case involved a labor union representing
11 days after
sanitation workers,
went on strike

strikes

employee
are generally unpopular,
the
holding in this case has been widely criticized. Bird's
is regarded as an embarrassment even by her supporters:
It IS unnecessary, and incorrect to the point of absurdity.
Persons who voluntarily choose the advantages of public
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ready to afford constitutional or semi-constitutional
striking
employees,
tempted to

rule
these strikes, and there is coJ1SI€:IeraoJle
that proponents
than to the courts.
no11etne1ess defend the view
it is always open to the
.., .......~',"' a common law doctrine when experience
a ~···--,...to
especially when the Legislature
delegated control of the subject to the courts.
What disturbs me about the plurality opinion in the Los
Angeles Sanitation District case is the potential for expansion
inherent in the broad manner in which the plurality framed the
issue. It is one thing to say that, in the absence of legislation, the
courts will not imply a damage remedy for a strike. It would be
quite another thing to say that a public employer may not fire
striking employees for refusing to show up for work. A court
that thinks in terms of a broad "right to strike," and announces
HJU<:. -C>LUHVHJlf">

"'""'V"''" there is no

in
40 CaL3d 24 at page 32.

discrimination
that effect See Koire v. Metro Car

Justices
grounds. Mosk took the
establishments
not
Act deliberately left
like unregulated.
the majority's and
desire to construe
Unruh Act broadly to
in institutions
Justice
posed the
countervailing values of pluralism and freedom of association.
He pointed out that the logic of the majority opinion would seem
to ban college fraternities and sororities and would require
private women's colleges to
males upon demand. "Girls'
organizations throughout California are no more eager for an
invasion by boys than are boys' groups for dilution of their
programs by compulsory inclusion of girls," he commented.
Kaus also expressed doubt the Boys' Club is a business establishment, but he preferred to rest his dissent on the argument that
excluding girls was not an arbitrary policy. He commented:
If one of the main goals of the Club is the control of juvenile
delinquency and those who guide its affairs have made a
reasoned decision that this goal is best advanced by a
prophylactic application of the Club's limited resources to that
group of youngsters from which the majority of serious
delinquents seems to come- boys- that is surely not arbitrary.

Analysis
may be good arguments for extending the reach of

8

IJ.l'-'"""''u to
pass a loosely
courts
to try to give it a reasonably definite construction, so that
and their lawyers can form some idea of
is
and
is allowed without taking every question to court. The
Court has done the opposite with the Unruh
preferring to
construe its language as vaguely as possible so as to maximize
the Court's own discretionary power.
In the long run, the goal of equal justice under law will be
threatened - not protected - if we encourage the growth of
arbitrary power in the judiciary.
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cases, I
case
case as
statements good sense to a
such statements. On the other
his
opinion on the constitutionality of the medical malpractice
is simply dreadful. It exemplifies the worst excesse~ o~ the
discredited "substantive due process" approach to constituhonal
'.->CHr•Hlf'•p, ,H.H'-',L'-"V
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legislation that
the main architects
that he thinks it
structure he and
places
high a
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may not obtain a reversal his conviction on
planned tO
hiS
With
inadmissible prior felony convictions. Previous California decisions had
allowed defendants to raise the issue on appeal even if
did not testify;
the federal rule allows a defendant to raise the issue only if his testimony
was
the allegedly inadmissable
U;>~;"-'UIC!UU
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constitutional speculation. He did not participate in the MICRA
because he had decided
same issue while a member
,
~ppea~ (voting th~re to uphold
the
~eynoso s candidacy 1s controversial mainly because of
m the death penalty
other criminal cases, described
Court on
his
is
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